Much of the knowledge about cryptochrome function in Drosophila stems from analyzing the cry b mutant. Several features of this variant's light responsiveness imply either that CRY b retains circadianphotoreceptive capacities or that additional CRY-independent light-input routes subserve these processes. Potentially to resolve these issues, we generated cry knock-out mutants (cry 0 's) by gene replacement. They behaved in an anomalously rhythmic manner in constant light (LL). However, cry 0 flies frequently exhibited two separate circadian components in LL, not observed in most previous cry b analyses. Temperature-dependent circadian phenotypes exhibited by cry 0 flies suggest that CRY is involved in core pacemaking. Further locomotor experiments combined cry 0 with an externally blinding mutation (norpA P24 ), which caused the most severe decrements of circadian photoreception observed so far. cry b cultures were shown previously to exhibit either aperiodic or rhythmic eclosion in separate studies. We found cry 0 to eclose in a solidly periodic manner in light:dark cycles or constant darkness. Furthermore, both cry 0 and cry b eclosed rhythmically in LL. These findings indicate that the novel cry 0 type causes more profound defects than does the cry b mutation, implying that CRY b retains residual activity. Because some norpA P24 cry 0 individuals can resynchronize to novel photic regimes, an as-yet undetermined light-input route exists in Drosophila.
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C IRCADIAN clocks evolved in most organisms in part to mediate the internal ''temporal order'' that is associated with various biological phenomena, and, furthermore, such that an animal, plant, or microbe can anticipate everyday periodic changes of light and temperature. Light comprises the principal clock resetting cue, which keeps the process running at a 24.0-hr pace in natural conditions (Dunlap et al. 2004) . Thermal cycles can also ''entrain'' circadian clocks; and another aspect of how these processes respond to temperature changes is to compensate such that the pacemaker operates at the same velocity in different thermal conditions (Dunlap et al. 2004) .
One way by which Drosophila melanogaster's version of a cryptochrome (CRY) protein was implicated in circadian rhythms was by screening for mutations that would perturb luciferase (luc)-reported expression of a canonical clock gene called period (per). The seminal cry b mutation was thus recognized because it eliminated the normal daily cycles of luminescence mediated by a perluc transgene in real-time monitorings of whole flies (Stanewsky et al. 1998) . This mutation entails an amino-acid substitution within the fly's CRY at a site believed to be involved in binding a flavin moiety that participates in the protein's capacity to absorb blue light (Stanewsky et al. 1998; cf. Sancar 2000) .
Most of the ''glow cycling'' emanating from cry 1 (and otherwise rhythm-normal) Drosophila comes from peripheral tissues (Stanewsky et al. 1997) , including several appendages projecting from the adult animal Levine et al. 2002b) . The effects of the cry b mutation on such molecular rhythmicity implied that the normal gene is expressed in the periphery, but cry 1 was found also to make its products in the central nervous system (Emery et al. 2000b; Klarsfeld et al. 2004) . In one test of cry b 's effects on whole-animal rhythm-related phenotypes, mutant individuals resynchronized their behavior in a largely normal manner to shifted light:dark (LD) cycles; ''L'' in the postshift regime was dim blue light (Stanewsky et al. 1998) . However this mutant type required longer-than-normal times to resynchronize (Emery et al. 2000b) . Much poorer photic sensitivity was observed when a no-receptor-potential-A mutation (norpA P41 ), which probably causes blindness at the level of all external photoreceptors, was added to a cry b genetic background. However, appreciable proportions of the norpA P41 cry b double mutants were capable of re-entraining their locomotor cycles to shifted photic regimes that involved dim blue light (Stanewsky et al. 1 1998; see also Helfrich-Förster et al. 2001; MealeyFerrara et al. 2003) . More severe entrainment problems were observed when cry b was combined with a glass eye mutation (gl 60j ), which eliminates external photoreceptive structures and a putative ''extra-ocular'' photoreceptor called the Hofbauer-Buchner (H-B) eyelet Mealey-Ferrara et al. 2003) . The H-B structure is located underneath the compound eye at the distal extremity of the CNS's optic lobes (Hofbauer and Buchner 1989) .
Issues revolving round a circadian-photoreceptive role played by the H-B eyelet connect with chronogenetic variants produced for or applied in the current study: Consider that the normal form of the aforementioned norpA gene is expressed not only in the compound eyes and ocelli, but also within H-B eyelet photoreceptors-along with Rhodopsin gene products that are possessed by such extra-ocular photoreceptive cells (Malpel et al. 2002) . Therefore, one could predict that all photic input routes to the clock should be blinded in a norpA cry b double mutant, with the proviso that both variants are null. But Drosophila suffering the simultaneous effects of these mutations were re-entrainable (see above), and a norpA-independent function has recently been re-argued as to how the H-B structure operates within the fly's circadian system (Veleri et al. 2007) . With regard to the eyelet-eliminating effect of gl 60j , the enhanced degradation of rhythm-related photoreception caused by combining that mutation with cry b (see above) involved an overinterpretation of the extent to which that doubly mutant type is circadian blind (see Mealey-Ferrara et al. 2003 and further discussions of this matter within the current article). More generally, one can denigrate the glass mutation as a dull experimental tool: The gl 60j mutant is likely to possess pleiotropic abnormalities beyond its lack of eyes and H-B eyelets; that this genetic variant could be brain damaged in only partly appreciated ways is implied by elements of the findings in Helfrich-Förster et al. (2001) and Klarsfeld et al. (2004) .
In any case, these mutational effects indicated that the entrainment pathway that keeps Drosophila behaving in synchrony with LD cycles entails multiple input routes. That one of them includes photoreception by CRY in the head was signified by two further tests (Stanewsky et al. 1998; Emery et al. 2000a ): (i) cry b individuals were found not to exhibit locomotor phase shifts after relatively brief light pulses were delivered to flies otherwise maintained in constant darkness (DD) and (ii) cry b behaved in an anomalously rhythmic manner in LL. Genetically normal Drosophila behave arrhythmically when the LL intensity is rather high but exhibit longer than normal (compared with DD) locomotor periods in dim light (Konopka et al. 1989) . By comparison, cry b individuals have been reported either to display periodicities in LL that are either equivalent to the free-running behavior of wild-type Drosophila in DD (Emery et al. 2000a) or entail slightly lengthened cycle durations MealeyFerrara et al. 2003) . If the latter sets of results are accurate, the suggestion arises that this mutant is not completely ''circadian-blind'' in this kind of photic situation: cry b flies would be perceiving an ordinary level of LL as dim light.
''Deep brain'' expression of the normal cry coding sequence has been deduced to connect with elements of these behavioral phenomena. Driving cry 1 with a Pdfgal4 transgene, which is expressed in the brain only within 10 pairs of so-called ventro-lateral neurons (LN v 's) and in the posterior-most ganglion of the ventral nerve cord (Park et al. 2000) , resulted in partial ''rescue'' of cry b -induced insensitivity to light pulses and abnormal rhythmicity in LL (Emery et al. 2000a,b) . Rescue of the mutant's light responsiveness was better (Stoleru et al. 2007 ) when cry 1 was transgenically restored to dorsal LN's, which are also among the brain cells expressing clock genes.
In adult appendages, cry b caused poor cycling of per and timeless (tim) and essentially quashed a daily cycle of odor sensitivity that normally operates in the antenna (cf. Krishnan et al. 1999) ; these results led to the suggestion that CRY functions as a ''clock protein'' in the periphery (Krishnan et al. 2001; cf. Ivanchenko et al. 2001; Collins et al. 2006) . This supposition was considered further in the context of cry b 's (partial) disruption of molecular rhythms in isolated peripheraltissue specimens (Levine et al. 2002a,b) . However, monitoring luciferase-reported cyclings of clock genes in cultured appendages implied that residual per and tim gene-expression rhythmicities may still be running in cry b specimens (Krishnan et al. 2001; Levine et al. 2002b) . In contrast, clock function in the CNS remains robust under the influence of this mutation. For example, free-running behavioral rhythmicity was found to be unimpaired in cry b flies in DD (e.g., Stanewsky et al. 1998; Mealey-Ferrara et al. 2003) . However, when CRY was caused to be ''constitutively active,'' longer-thannormal behavioral cycles were observed (Busza et al. 2004; Dissel et al. 2004) ; and when cry b was added to a genotype that causes overexpression of a ''clock kinase'' and shortened free-running periods, the locomotor cycle durations were pushed closer to the normal range (Stoleru et al. 2007) .
The cry b mutation causes a lowering of CRY levels sufficient to reveal the participation of this factor in circadian photoreception and in peripheral timekeeping. However, residual CRY activity associated with both such processes suggests that cry b is not a loss-of-function mutant. Initially, CRY immunoreactivity was undetectable in homogenates of this mutant type (Stanewsky et al. 1998) . However, that antibody is no longer available, and applications of an anti-CRY subsequently produced by Busza et al. (2004) indicated that cry b ''leaks out'' a low level of its encoded protein; additionally, these investigators generated a new cryptochrome mutant (cry m ), which also is hypomorphic. Key features of these findings prompt the hypothesis that the existing mutants retain enough functional CRY to allow for the various rhythmic attributes now being surveyed. Alternatively, cry b is a null mutant; and alternative input routes that do not use CRY would mediate light-to-clock signaling in flies suffering the effects of an extant cry mutant, including in those that carry an additional visual-system mutation (norpA or glass).
Therefore, we felt that an expansion of the allelic series for cryptochrome in D. melanogaster was warranted. We set out to target this autosomal locus by the transposon-based tactics that allow for exogenous DNA sequences to be engineered into a specific Drosophila gene (reviewed in Bi and Rong 2003; Venken and Bellen 2005) . We then analyzed rhythms of behavior and of luc-reported clockgene expression in cry-null flies and their peripheral tissues.
One more reason for creating a new cry mutant connects with whether or not CRY-depleting genetic variants affect the circadian rhythm accompanying eclosion (emergence of adults from metamorphosis). It was assumed that the compound eyes are not involved in transmitting light inputs toward the clock that underlies periodic eclosion, because D. pseudoobscura cultures dramatically depleted of retinal (required for the function of compound-eye rhodopsins) still can be synchronized by photic inputs to exhibit rhythmic eclosion with undiminished sensitivity (Zimmerman and Goldsmith 1971) . In contrast, dietary depletion of retinal causes markedly subnormal sensitivity of the fly's circadian system insofar as light-induced synchronization of adult locomotion is concerned (Ohata et al. 1998) . Furthermore, the most efficacious light subserving synchrony of developing Drosophila is in the blue range (Frank and Zimmerman 1969; Klemm and Ninnemann 1976) , where CRY absorbs maximally (Sancar 2000) . Therefore, one could readily predict that cry b cultures would eclose aperiodiocially-a result that was reported in one study (Myers et al. 2003) ; but dramatically different effects stemmed from another one (Mealey-Ferrara et al. 2003) . We surmised that testing effects on eclosion of a novel, even more severely mutated, cry allele could resolve this conundrum.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Construct for homologous recombination into the cry locus: A plasmid derived from a vector pW25 (Gong and Golic 2003) was modified to contain separate pieces of third chromosomal DNA that closely flank the cry locus. This vector otherwise contains a shortened version of the white gene (intronless mini-white 1 , hereafter called w 1 ) and two FRT sequences that are substrates for flipase (FLP) recombinase (see Figure 1A) . The ''near-cry'' sequences inserted into pW25 were two genomic fragments, one containing a 59-flanking and the other containing a 39-flanking sequence. They were amplified by PCR from DNA extracted from Canton-S wild type (stock no. 1 at the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN), using the following primers: (1) to produce the 59 locus-flanking fragment (consisting of 2944 bp): CRYf-Acc65I, 59-CAGGTACCGTTTTATTTGGTTTCGTT TTAC; CRYr-SphI, 59-CAGCATGCCGCGGTCCCCTGGTG; and (2) the 39 fragment (2826 bp): CRY2f-BsiWI, 59-CACG TACGCAGGCGAGGAGACAAC; CRY2r-AscI, 59-CAGGCGCG CCATGCGAAATTTGAGTGCTGAGAA. The two amplicons were ligated into pW25 restriction sites (for the 2.9-kb fragment: Acc65I/SphI; for the 2.8-kb one: BsiWI/AscI). Thus, the pW25/cry vector carries w 1 flanked by the two pieces of near-cry DNA; located outside of those 2.9-and 2.8-kb fragments are the FRTs and two I-SceI sites (Figure 1) .
Molecular procedures and genetic crosses for creation of transgenic lines: The pW25/cry construct aimed at mediating HR was injected into y w embryos whose third chromosome contained the transposase-encoding D2-3 variant (Robertson et al. 1988) . Otherwise, the procedure for producing germline P-element transformants was conventional (e.g., Rubin and Spradling 1982; Park and Lim 1995) . Flies developing from the injected embryos were crossed individually to y w In(2LR)O, Cy/Bl, and also to y w In(3LR)TM3, Sb Ser/H or w In(3LR)TM3, Sb Ser/In(3LR)TM6B, Hu (as an alternative for tracking the inheritance of third chromosomes). Backcrossing non-w progeny (each of which carried a given second or third chromosome dominant marker) to the In-containing balancer types disclosed the chromosomal location of a given w 1 insert and produced balanced transgenic stocks. (The second chromosome balancer specified above is hereafter called CyO; and the third chromosome balancers are called TM3 and TM6.)
To induce HR, transgenic lines carrying the pW25/cry insert on the X or second chromosome were employed. Such transgenics were crossed to flies carrying FLP recombinase and I-SceI endonuclease (both under control of a heat shock protein promoter) on the second chromosome (using the transgenic types and the scheme reported in Rong and Golic 2000) . {This strain is formally designated y w (v) P[ry
-SceI]2B Sco/S 2 CyO.} Progeny were heat shocked for 3 days at 37°for 1 hr per day to induce FLP and I-SceI production. Among the resulting adults females were selected, because targeting-recombination frequencies are much higher in the germline of such Drosophila compared with males (Rong and Golic 2000) . Females without CyO (therefore carrying FLP recombinase and I-SceI endonuclease) potentially carry gametes in which HR occurred between the pW25/cry insert and the cry locus. Certain such females, whose eyes were either mosaic for w 1 expression or were completely w (due to the high rate of induced somatic excision and thus loss of the transgene), were selected for crossing to males carrying constitutively active FLP recombinase homozygous on the second chromosome (w , 70FLP]10). From among the progeny of this cross, flies with non-mosaic w 1 eye color were selected, signifying HR involving the cry insert (the pertinent excised and then reinserted DNA fragment lacks FRT sites and therefore cannot be excised by FLP). The chromosomal locations of such new insert sites were determined by crossing the w 1 flies just indicated to y w CyO/Bl and y w TM3/H or w TM3/TM6. As above, the logic of balancer/dominant inheritance revealed which of these final stocks entailed re-insertion into chromosome 3, where the normal cry gene is located (Stanewsky et al. 1998) .
Total replacement of cry 1 in the four recombinant lines obtained (see results) was tested by PCR, using primers corresponding to intragenic cry sequences. One primer pair amplified part of the second cry exon: CRYf-2, 59-TGGACTC GTTGCAGGACATC; CRYr-2, 59-AGGAACATTTGGTAGGTC AGC. The second primer pair amplified a DNA fragment near the 39 end of the third exon: CRYf-3, 59-GTGTGCGGG GCGTTCAGATG; CRYr-3, 59-GCCAGCGCAGACCGACCAAT. To gauge the integrity of these PCRs, control primers were also applied that corresponded to the third chromosomal Clock gene of (cf. Allada et al. 1998) : CLKf, 59-ATGATATTTTACT GCGTGAGGAT and CLKr, 39-TCGCTGATGCCCATGTGAA AGT.
Additional genetic variants: A deletion of cry 1 and neighboring third chromosomal genes-Df(3R)Dl-Bx12 (Stanewsky et al. 1998 )-was applied in certain tests by placing it in heterozygous conditions with a cry 0 mutation. The ''eye-blinding'' norpA P24 -null mutation (Pearn et al. 1996) was applied in singly mutant flies and by combining this X-chromosomal variant with three of the novel cry 0 mutations. Flies carrying the latter along with the gl 60j null allele, both of which are located within the right arm of the third chromosome, were generated by producing females homozygous for w and heterozygous in trans for the two mutations. These were mated to w gl 60j males, and the progeny from 100 crosses were inspected for glass eyes and patches of red eye color; the latter marked the presence of w 1 in the cry 0 variants. These gl 60j cry 0 third chromosomes were extracted by crossing non-w, gl individuals to y w TM3/H, which led to the establishment of glass-eye CRY-less stocks.
To cope with genetic-background effects on rhythmic characters, material from the w 1118 strain (Bloomington no. 6326, Hoskins et al. 2001) , used as the source of control flies in several such phenotypic assessments, was introduced into cry 0 -containing flies. cry 0 strains were crossed to w 1118 followed by tracking w 1 among the offspring; this outcrossing and reextraction entailed six generations' worth of females heterozygous for cry 0 and (w 1118 -derived) cry
1
. The resulting cry 0 lines (called isoW) carry the w 1118 mutation on the X chromosome, so their eye pigmentation is influenced only by mini-white 1 presence (in this case the eye color is close to wild-type brickred). Viability tests of the novel cry 0 alleles were affected by performing the crosses specified in supplemental Table 1 at http:/ /www.genetics.org/supplemental/.
Two extant transgenic strains were applied in neuroanatomical tests of a cry 0 mutation's (possible) effects on certain clock neurons in the brain and the neurites that extend from them. For this, a Pdf-gal4 driver (Park et al. 2000) was combined with a UAS-mCD8gfp drivee that encodes a membrane-bound derivative of green fluorescent protein (Lee and Luo 1999) .
Genotyping elements of cry 0 's genetic background: The rhythm-related timeless (tim) and jetlag ( jet) genes exist in variant forms among certain strains of D. melanogaster (Koh et al. 2006; Peschel et al. 2006) . Certain combinations of tim and jet variants can influence the flies' light responsive in chronobiological contexts (Peschel et al. 2006) . Against this background, PCR was used to determine the tim alleles harbored by a cry 0 stock used in phenotype analyses. Amplification of the requisite tim fragment-corresponding to the sites of alternative translation-initiating codons Tauber et al. 2007 )-used these primers: 59, 59-AGA TACCGCGCAAATGGCTAAGAAG and 39, 59-GGTGCGCAG TGTTTGGTCCTCATA. For amplification of a jet fragment, which includes the sites where mutations have been recognized at this locus (Koh et al. 2006; Peschel et al. 2006) , the primers were: 59, 59-CACTGCTGGCCAACAACAAGAAAC and 39, 59-TGCACGCCATAGTCGGAGATAGC.
The H-B eyelet in D. melanogaster (see Introduction) expresses Rhodopsin genes called Rh5 and Rh6 (Malpel et al. 2002) . In some strains of this species, Rh6 is a null variant: a 19-bp deletion that causes a stop codon to come in frame, within a portion of the coding sequence corresponding to the fifth transmembrane domain of the Rh6 polypeptide (Cook et al. 2003) . Therefore, an Rh6 fragment, encompassing the region where this intragenic deletion lies, was amplified using these primers: 59, 59-CAAGGACTGGTGGAACAGGT; and 39, 59-GTTCATCTTCTTCGCCTGCT. It is notable that this Rh6-null mutation is harbored by certain w 1118 stocks, which are used in many bio-genetic studies of D. melanogaster; this is also the case for a y cn bw sp stock from which DNA was taken to sequence the genome of this species (see the relevant BDGP subsite at http:/ /flybase.bio.indiana.edu/). The expressible version of this Rhodopsin gene's sequence was initially reported by Huber et al. (1997) .
The period gene has long been known to vary according to a Thr-Gly-repeat-encoding sequence in the middle of the gene. Such repeat-length variants are segregating in laboratory stocks (e.g., Yu et al. 1987) and in natural populations (e.g., Costa et al. 1992) . Variation of the latter kind prompted tests of temperature compensation of the different per-isoallelic types (Sawyer et al. 1997) . Because some of the phenotyping of currently applied strains involved varying the thermal condition, amplification of the relevant per fragment (taken from cry 0 -containing flies) was performed using these primers: 59, 59-GAGGGCAGCGGGGGCAGTG and 39, 59-GAGCAGGG ATTCGGTCAGC.
The various amplicons produced as described in the foregoing passages were gel purified and directly sequenced.
Monitorings and analyses of whole-animal rhythmicities: D. melanogaster were raised on a cornmeal/sugar/yeast/agar medium (supplemented with the mold inhibitor Tegosept) at 25°in 12:12 LD cycles and collected as 2-5-day-old adults. Locomotor activity of males was recorded using the Drosophila Activity Monitor system (DAM 5, Trikinetics, Waltham, MA). Flies had their locomotor movements recorded automatically for 5 days in LD (light intensity 800-1000 lux) and, in some tests, were switched to conditions of either LL or DD for at least 10 further days in a given run. In an LD-shift experiment, flies were entrained for 5 days in 12:12 LD, during the last one of which the onset of L was delayed by 8 hr, followed by 8 days of locomotor monitoring postshift (as in HelfrichFörster et al. 2001) . These data were plotted as actograms and average-activity histograms, as in Stanewsky et al. (1998) . In another kind of re-entrainment experiment, flies were monitored for 5 days in the usual LD condition, then switched to a regime that entailed 9:9, 13:13, or 14:14 LD cycles (using equipment described in Mealey-Ferrara et al. 2003 re 12:12 to 13:13 shifts) for 7-8 days; at the end of the final (new, non-24-hr) LD cycle, free-running behavior was monitored for 4-6 days in DD. In certain photic conditions to which flies homozygous for cry 0 were exposed, the ambient (constant) temperature was 18°or 29°instead of 25°.
Most of the locomotor analyses were performed using MATLAB-based software, which was developed for chronobiological purposes by Levine et al. (2002a,b) . For flies that displayed two separate rhythmic components, by inspection of ''actogram'' plots of their locomotor cycles, autocorrelation analyses and MESA's failed to extract the ''biperiodic'' nature of these behaviors (see Figure 3 in results for an example). Therefore, each of the period values was determined by placing a ruler across the locomotor ''onsets'' that occurred on successive days. The slope defined by optimal placement of the straight-edge specified the free-running period. These semi-subjective ''analog'' determinations of periodicity were effected in an observer-blind manner, vis-à-vis the fly's genotype.
Eclosion monitoring was performed as in Konopka et al. (1994) , as modified slightly by Mealey-Ferrara et al. (2003) . Key features of the procedures: The animals were raised in a 12:12 LD regime (throughout development); numbers of adult flies emerging per time unit were automatically counted, first for 1-2 days in 12:12 LD, then continuing in that condition or shifted to DD or to LL (light intensity at the level of the eclosion disc: 200 lux).
Luciferase reporting of clock-gene cycling: The transgene called BG-luc, which encodes the N-terminal 2/3 of PER fused in frame to a firefly luciferase-encoding sequence (Stanewsky et al. 1997 (Stanewsky et al. , 1998 , was applied in combination with two of the newly created cry 0 mutations. To obtain meiotic recombinants, cry 0 flies were crossed to BG-luc ones, and the resulting transheterozygous females were mated to y w TM3/H males. Progeny from 40 crosses were visually inspected for eye color, whereby the w 1 markers contained in both BG-luc and the cry 0 allele combine their effects to produce a darker eye color than that exhibited by either single genotype. Recombinants recognized accordingly were crossed to y w TM3/H to establish balanced BG-luc cry 0 stocks. These lines were verified by PCR for the presence of cry 0 (primers: CRYf-2 and CRYr-2; CRYf-3 and CRYr-3, as above). Flies homozygous for both variants, along with BG-luc cry 1 controls, were raised at 25°in 12:12 LD cycles and collected as 2-5-day-old adults. To assess LUC cycling in isolated tissue specimens, antennae or wings were pulled off adults (as in Plautz et al. 1997 and Levine et al. 2002b) . Antennae and wings were chosen because BG-luc cycling was observed in these tissues homozygous for cry b (Levine et al. 2002b) . Immediately postsurgery, specimens were placed in a luciferin-containing solution ½insect tissue-culture medium (HyClone, Logan, UT) with 10% FBS (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), 1% luciferin (Promega, Madison, WI), 0.5% insulin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), and 1% antibiotic-antimycotic solution (GIBCO/Invitrogen). This material was distributed in 96-well plates, which were inserted into a Packard-Topcount Multiplate Scintillation counter (Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, MA). A given luminescent-monitoring run (cf. Krishnan et al. 2001; Levine et al. 2002b ) proceeded for 5-7 days in 12:12 LD cycles (25°), over the course of which luminescence-based counts were accumulated every 30 min. The resulting data sets were analyzed as in Levine et al. (2002a,b) .
Histology: To visualize the axons projecting from ''clock neurons'' (known as LN v cells) (Hall 2003) , brains from y w Pdf-gal4/UAS-mCD8gfp cry 01 or 02 , in parallel with cry 1 controls, were dissected in PBS and immediately imaged on a Leica laser scanning confocal microscope TCS SP2 (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany).
RESULTS
Isolation of cry 0 mutants: To target the cryptochrome locus of D. melanogaster we choose an ends-out homologous recombination (HR) targeting strategy (Gong and Golic 2003) . The construct for HR was designed such that the entire coding sequence of the cry 1 allele would be replaced by mini-white 1 (Figure 1 ). The pW25/ cry vector contains two 3-kb fragments of third chromosomal DNA flanking the cry locus, along with w 1 (between the segments of near-cry DNA) and FRT sequences (Figure 1 ). Transgenic lines were generated that contain this construct inserted at arbitrary genomic locations. To induce HR, whereby the cry-flanking/w 1 / cry-flanking DNA would be released from a ''starting'' transgene position and be able to replace the cry locus on chromosome 3, crosses were performed to elicit transgenically encoded FLP recombinase and I-SceI endonuclease activity in the female germline (see materials and methods). Approximately 700 food vials, each containing four of the relevant females and three males (carrying constitutively active FLP), were established; this led to the recovery of 55 potential HR lines. For these, chromosomal locations of the newly inserted w 1 markers were determined, revealing that the eye-color marker had recombined into the third chromosome in four lines. PCR analysis of different cry-locus forms. Genomic DNA was isolated from adult flies, homozygous or heterozygous for the third chromosome carrying the putative targeted HR event. PCR was also carried out on DNA from control WT flies and without any DNA. Flies heterozygous for a given cry 0 mutation (cry 01 or cry 02 ) carried the normal allele in a third-chromosomal balancer called TM3 (see materials and methods). Three sets of primers were used for each DNA sample (see materials and methods for such sequences). Lane 1, amplification product of the second cry exon. Lane 2, amplification of a DNA fragment near the 39 end of cry's third exon. Lane 3, amplification of Clock gene sequence, to gauge the integrity of these PCRs. Lane M, 100-bp DNA ladder (New England BioLabs, Ipswich, MA), applied to calibrate PCR product lengths.
Focusing on the four candidates, PCRs were performed using primers derived from intra-cry locus sequences. Characterization of these amplicons revealed complete replacement of cry 1 DNA in these four lines ( Figure 1D ). One line also contained another transposon-derived insert elsewhere on the third chromosome and therefore was not used further. The three variants for which cry 1 was replaced by exogenous sequences were called cry-zero (cry 0 ) mutants (cry 01 through cry 03 ). Several of the phenotypic tests of how these mutations influence rhythmic characters entailed usage of more than one cry 0 strain (e.g., Tables 1 and 4) . Drosophila homozygous for a cry 0 mutation exhibited normal external morphology as well as robust male or female fertility. From viability-determining crosses the two kinds of tests showed emergence probabilities for cry 0 flies to be normal (supplemental Table 1 at http:// www.genetics.org/supplemental/).
Background genotypes of cry 0 strains: Several spontaneously occurring alleles of rhythm-related genes have been recognized in laboratory strains and in natural populations; these allelic types are not rarely encountered variants. They can influence chronobiological characters (Sawyer et al. 1997; Koh et al. 2006; Peschel et al. 2006) , or one suspects that they would (cf. Malpel et al. 2002; Cook et al. 2003) . Therefore, the relevant DNA sequences were characterized in our newly created cry 0 lines. We focused on the four genes specified in materials and methods. To exclude possible interference of jetlag variants, we sequenced the pertinent part of the jet gene; none of the novel cry-null lines was found to harbor a ''light-insensitive'' jet mutation (viz. jet c or jet r , cf. Koh et al. 2006; Peschel et al. 2006) . With regard to tim iso-alleles that produce either (relatively) short TIM protein or long-plus-short TIM in a given fly Tauber et al. 2007) , we found that the Canton-S strain used in the current study carried ls-tim (encoding long and short-forms of TIM); and the w 1118 strain harbors s-tim. But tim variation detected among the currently applied strains should not be problematic, because all of them are jet 1 (Peschel et al. 2006) . In this regard, cry 0 combined with ls-tim did not promote behavior different from cry 0 flies with the s-tim variant in LL (Table 1) . Because expression of the Rhodopsin6 gene in the H-B eyelet is likely to influence circadian photosensitivity (see Introduction), we analyzed our stocks to ask whether any of them contain the Rh6-null mutation (cf. Cook et al. 2003) . All the cry 0 lines were found to be capable of encoding full-length Rh6. Given the temperature-dependent phenotype of cry 0 flies (see Table 1 ), we sequenced the period gene with respect to a Thr-Gly (TG) repeat polymorphism. These numbers of TG pairs were found to be present in the cry 0 strains: 17 TGs; the norpA P24 cry 01-03 double mutants (whose X chromosome carries the per gene as well as the norpA one) and 20 TGs. Alleles of period that produce 17 or 20 TG pairs are among the commonly encountered types (Costa et al. 1992) , bearing in mind the per
17TG
and per 20TG types exhibit better temperature compensation of the clock's pace than do Drosophila containing other repeat-length PER protein types (Sawyer et al. 1997) .
Locomotor rhythmicity in constant photic conditions affected by cry 0 : Periodic locomotion of the new crymutant was robust in two free-running conditions: DD, in which nearly all wild-type Drosophila exhibit solid 24-hr periodicities (Hall 2003; Price 2005) ; and in LL, a condition that causes genetically normal flies to go arrhythmic (see Introduction). In DD, cry 0 flies showed solidly rhythmic locomotion in almost all cases at 25°or 29°. Most period values were in the normal range, except that 20% of the cry 0 individuals tested at 25°gave shorter than normal values (Table 1) . When this mutant type was cooled to 18°, weak rhythmicity in DD was the norm, although the rhythmic individuals (60% of the total) gave normal period values (Table 1) .
In LL, the great majority of cry 0 individuals behaved rhythmically at 25°, a distinctly non-wild-type phenotype. This anomalous rhythmicity is similar to the behavior of the original cry b mutant in LL. However, that mutation, in some studies of it, led to simple outcomes of 24-or 25-hr free-running periods in LL (see Introduction). Here, most of the rhythmic individuals with cry-null genotype displayed two rhythmic components within a given behavioral record in LL (Yoshii et al. 2004) . The average for the relatively short freerunning periods (among these cry 0 flies) was 21-22 hr; that of the longer was 25-26 hr (Table 1 , example in Figure 2) . A minority of the LL-rhythmic cry-null flies showed one periodic component per fly, 21-22 hr or 25-26 hr (legend to Table 1 ). Two split-rhythmic components had also been reported for cry b mutants in certain earlier studies involving locomotion in LL, but not in the majority of them (see discussion).
Results of testing flies heterozygous for a cry 0 mutation and a deletion of the gene bear comment: Nearly all such Df/cry 0 individuals (92%) behaved rhythmically in LL at 25°; 38% of rhythmic flies exhibited one periodic component (24 hr); whereas 62% gave two periodic components per individual (22 and 25 hr). Therefore, less splitting occurred when a cry-null mutation had its effects ''uncovered'' by the deletion, compared with the LL behavior of homozygotes; this could be explained in part by genetic-background differences. In this regard, the rhythmic characters displayed by Df/cry 0 flies entailed much ''noisier'' periodic The actogram (left) shows rhythmic behavior (Activity) in all three of the light regimes just indicated (respectively: LD cycles, LL, and DD). This cry 0 fly displayed two rhythmic components during the LL component of the test, which disappeared after changing the conditions to DD. Autocorrelation, MESA, and Periodogram results were computed from the LL portion of the locomotor monitoring. The former two analyses revealed only one period .25 hr. (A given Lag in the correlogram is a value in hours that represents testing such numbers with respect to a ''perfect'' correlation between the behavioral data that were not lagged with respect to each other, which leads to a maximal peak height; in the MESA plot, the ordinate indicates spectral density, in arbitrary units, with regard to extraction of appreciably periodic components corresponding to hour values on the abscissa.) The Periodogram in the right-hand plot teased out the two free-running components (P on the abscissa ¼ period) that are pointed to by arrows; each such hour value involved a significantly periodic component. ½The Chi-square significance line crossing the periodogram, with respect to varying ordinate values in arbitrary units, corresponds to a ¼ 0.05 (Sokolove and Bushell 1978) . Other cry 0 -derived actograms manifested two periodic components by inspection, but not all such behavioral records had the corresponding hour values extracted by Chisquare Periodogram analysis.
components compared with those influenced by homozygosity for cry 0 mutations (Table 1) . Therefore, specifying the precise proportions of Df/cry 0 's exhibiting a given single-vs. split-periodic attribute was problematical. (One reason for this could be result of the overall poor health of flies carrying the cry Df, as noted within supplemental Table 1 at http://www.genetics. org/supplemental/.)
We assessed effects of temperature changes on the bicomponent periodicity caused by a loss of cry function, because this gene has been previously connected with thermally varying situations in which two pacemaking functions operate within in a given animal (Rosato et al. 2001; Yoshii et al. 2004; Rieger et al. 2006) . In LL at 29°, cry 0 flies exhibited relatively large degrees of arrhythmicity (Table 1) . When periodic components could be reliably analyzed, for 60% of the mutant types freerunning in this heated condition, two periodicities were observed whose average values were 20 and 24 hr (Table 1) . When LL behavior was monitored at 18°, again a higher percentage of arrhythmic behavior was observed (40%) compared with the 25°tests; and in this relatively cool condition, the rhythmic cry-null individuals yielded only one periodic component, 24 hr (Table 1) . cry 0 flies display normal axonal projections from clock neurons that interconnect the brain hemispheres: Splitting of free-running locomotor rhythmicity has been observed in other genetically defective circumstances. One such situation involves the effect of an eyeremoving sine oculis (so) mutation, for which behavior in DD involved the frequent occurrence of two separate period values per mutant individual (Helfrich 1986 ). In a fair proportion of so brains, axons of certain ''clock neurons'' that project across the brain midline were found to be absent after an antibody against the Pdf gene product was applied (Helfrich-Förster and Homberg 1993) . It was thus important to inspect the brain anatomy of cry 0 adults. Furthermore, so-called ''rhythm-functional'' mutants can exhibit anomalies of clock-neuron axonal anatomy, as documented in Park et al. (2000) . Examining whole-mounted brains homozygous for cry 0 , in a situation where homozygosity for cry 0 was combined with a Pdf-gal4 transgene and UASmCD8gfp, disclosed no cry 0 -induced anatomical abnormalities (N ¼ 40). The GFP signals projecting from LN v cells appeared in the typical wild-type pattern (cf. Hall 2003), which we also observed in control specimens (20 doubly transgenic brains carrying cry 1 ). norpA cry doubly null mutants exhibit severely defective resynchronization to altered LD cycles: To create potentially circadian-blind Drosophila, we combined the norpA P24 -null mutation with a cry 0 one. The simultaneous effects of these variants were tested in two types of experiments. In one, we examined the ability of flies to resynchronize to new LD cycles after they were delayed by 8 hr. Singly mutant norpA P24 or cry 0 individuals nicely re-entrained to the new light regime. But the great majority of double mutants failed to do so, in that their daily peaks of locomotion (typically occurring around lights-off and lights-on, respectively) continued to occur at the time of the photic transitions that were in operation before the 8-hr shift. In some cases the flies ''partially entrained:'' Six days after the photic shift, daily peaks of locomotion fell in between the phases expected for continuing entrainment to the old LD regime vs. re-entrainment to the new one (Table 2, Figure 3 ). It is likely that these doubly mutant individuals would have re-entrained if given enough time postshift; longer than normal times for such resynchronization of norpA cry b individuals were previously reported by Emery et al. (2000b) and Veleri et al. (2007) .
In a second set of experiments, flies that had been put through 12:12-hr LD cycles were shifted to 9:9, 13:13, Flies were entrained in 12:12 LD cycles then exposed to 8-hr delayed LD cycles. The ability of a fly to resynchronize to the new LD regime after 6 days was judged by inspecting that individual's actogram. Outcomes in the first data column here refer to flies whose locomotor components remained ostensibly in synchrony with the original (orig) LD regime (which could mean ''no entrainment,'' i.e., free-running behavior with 24-hr periodicity). The second data column documents flies whose activity was changed to conform with the postshift LD cycle, during at least 3 days after the 8-hr delay. Partially resynchronized: flies whose daily peaks of locomotion were judged to have conformed to neither the old nor the new LD regime, by 6 days after the shift. 11% of the norpA P24 flies and 5% of each of the norpA P24 cry 0 and cry 0 types became arrhythmic after phase shift (so the values in a given row do not sum to 100%). N, total number of flies rhythmic in initial LD. Doubly mutant individuals whose cry 0 knock-out was derived from strain 01 exhibited the worst ability to resynchronize their behavior (postshift); but the cry 02 -or cry 03 -including flies of this type were only slightly better off.
or 14:14 ones, to ask whether they would re-entrain to exhibit the appropriate 18, 26, or 28-hr periodicities. Examples from the 12:12 to14:14 test are in Figure 4 . The singly mutant types routinely re-entrained to behave in synchrony with the novel non-24-hr environmental cycles (Table 3) . norpA P24 cry 0 flies, however, responded much less well: only 3-18% of the double mutants behaved in some synchrony with the new LD regime, depending on its duration. It is crucial to register that various proportions of the flies that shifted away from 12:12 cycles gave ''ambiguous'' results (see the right-hand portion of Table 3 ). Some individuals in this category yielded such sloppy behavioral records that no particular periodic component could be discerned. But several other of the ambiguously behaving norpA P24 cry 0 flies were solidly periodic and in no way had maintained close-to-24-hr cycle durations. Yet-as is detailed in the legend to Table 3-these double mutants manifested periods that differed from the new LD cycle durations by 1 to 4.5 hr (e.g., 43% of flies in the 12:12 to 9:9 experiment behaved with 22.5-hr periodicities in the 9:9 condition). Strikingly, 15% of norpA P2 cry 0 flies in the 12:12 to 9:9 experiment yielded a roughly re-entrained periodic component together with 22-24-hr component (Table 3) , within a given individual activity record of this type.
Against a backdrop of the modest ability of gl 60j cry b flies to synchronize their behavior to 26-hr LD cycles (Mealey-Ferrara et al. 2003) , our tests of the newly created gl 60j cry 0 double mutant showed that it exhibited weak rhythmicity in general terms; several such individuals were arrhythmic altogether (data not shown). Among the numerical read-outs of these locomotor tests was an indication of poorly periodic behavior in 12:12 LD-signifying that these double mutants could not entrain to such ''normal'' cycles or that they were exhibiting sloppy free-run rhythmically in that condition. Thus it was not possible to assess whether reentrainment to the newly imposed LD cycles was occurring in flies suffering the simultaneous effects of a cry-null and a glass mutation.
cry mutants display periodic eclosion in all photic conditions, including LL: Assays of eclosion rhythmicity affected by the novel cry mutations ( Figure 5) showed that, after cultures were entrained by LD cycles, cry 01 and cry 02 adults emerged rhythmically in DD with periodicities similar to control values (Table 4) . In LL, which causes eclosion of genetically normal Drosophila to be arrhythmic (Chandrashekaran and Loher 1969; Winfree 1974; Sheeba et al. 1999) , we encountered a novel chrono-genetic phenomenon: cry 0 cultures eclosed rhythmically; these LL period values were similar to those derived from cry 0 or cry 1 animals emerging in DD ( Figure 5 , Table 4 ). Because no rhythm mutants have been studied for eclosion occurring in LL, we tested cry b in that 0 individual displayed its highest activity during the light part of LD cycles but failed to reentrain to 14:14 LD; a feature of the behavior plotted in this panel is ''disconnected'' locomotor during days 10-11 (arrow); for the remainder of the behavior occurring in 14:14 LD, this fly behaved with an 24-hr period. Flies were exposed to 12:12 LD cycles for 5 days, then shifted to the novel LD cycles indicated for 7-8 days, followed by monitoring locomotion in DD (data from the latter condition not tabulated, but see Figure 4 ). Each postshift locomotor record was subjected to observer-blind analysis to evaluate its periodic component(s), if any, including whether or not the fly had resynchronized to the new cycle duration. Periods were determined by the straight-edge slope procedure noted in materials and methods. Examples of behavioral responses in the 12:12 /14:14 test are in Figure 4 . The ''one periodic component with phase shift'' outcome refers to the following: flies that displayed one periodic component, running with a certain period (always ,28 hr) until the time when such individual flies ''should'' be active in the dark if their behavior continued with the same period; but starting at that point, an individual behaving in this category was not active during the entire 14 hr of DD; after lights-on, locomotion commenced again and continued to be periodic, although this new component was shifted relatively to the first such component (see Figure 4F) . Ambiguous, referring either to (i) locomotor patterns that were so messy (involving, for example, three putatively separate rhythmic components per actogram) that no proper categorization was possible; or (ii) to solid and simple periodic postshift outcomes that were judged not to be near enough to either 24 hr or to the novel LD cycle durations; specifically, in the 9:9 test, 3 of the 12 NA flies gave 22.5-hr periods; in 13:13, 7 of 10 NA's gave 25-hr periods; in 14:14 out of 44 NA's 1 fly gave a 25-hr period, 3 gave a 25.5-hr period, 19 gave a 26-hr period, and 12 gave a 26.5-hr period; NA, not applicable (meaning either that no behavioral outcomes fell into that category or that some did, but a particular period value could not be specified because of ambiguities among individuals); rhy, rhythmic; SEM, standard error of the mean.
condition. This mutant type also exhibited anomalously periodic adult-emergence in LL (Table 4) . A previous test of cry b eclosion in DD showed such cultures to emerge rhythmically in that condition (Mealey-Ferrara et al. 2003) , whereas this mutant was reported to eclose arrhythmically in LD (Myers et al. 2003 ). In the current study, monitoring cry 0 eclosion in the latter condition led to vigorously periodic adult emergence, although the average peak time (per LD day) was slightly before dawn, as opposed to slightly after that time for cry 1 control cultures or cry b mutant ones (supplemental Figure 1 at http://www.genetics.org/ supplemental/). cry 0 's effect on luciferase reporting of clock-gene cycling in peripheral tissues: Krishnan et al. (2001) and Levine et al. (2002b) previously reported the effects of the cry b mutation on period and timeless gene expression within isolated peripheral Drosophila tissues. That seminal mutation significantly decreased proportions of rhythmic specimens in LD and DD (compared with the usual values given by various tissue types), with these exceptions: Antennal rhythmicity was only partially degraded, and wing rhythmicity was barely affected by cry b (Levine et al. 2002b) . To ask whether elimination of CRY would lead to more severe arrhythmia in isolated tissues, we monitored per-luc luminescence fluctuations in wings and antennae under LD conditions. Luciferasereported cycling was reduced by the effects of cry 0 on both appendage types, but an appreciable proportion of specimens displayed rhythmicity: approximately twothirds of the wings and approximately one-third of the antennae were rhythmic (supplemental Table 2 at http://www.genetics.org/supplemental/).
DISCUSSION
The aim of this work was to generate a true cryptochromenull mutation in Drosophila and assess the spectrum of rhythm-related abnormalities that could be caused by an absence of CRY protein. These cry 0 mutants were generated by an HR tactic that removed the entire CRYencoding region of chromosome 3; this resulted in a handful of knock-out lines, all of them in-principle identical. Three of these strains and their derivatives were studied in detail.
Two-component free-running rhythms induced by cry mutations: One striking phenotype of the original cry mutant is behavioral rhythmicity in LL (e.g., Emery et al. 2000a) , a condition that causes wild-type flies to exhibit aperiodic locomotion (Konopka et al. 1989) . When cry 0 flies were exposed to this photic condition (LL), they also displayed rhythmic behavior, albeit with properties different from those usually described for cry b (the initially isolated mutant). Nearly all cry 0 individuals displayed two free-running periodic components in LL. A similar phenotype was described for cry b by Yoshii et al. (2004) and by Rieger et al. (2006) , with the following provisos: When the photic conditions entailed very dim LL (,1 lux in Yoshii et al. 2004 ), a single free-running locomotor component was observed, whereas two such components were displayed by this mutant as the intensity of LL was raised (.10 lux). Such cry b -induced ''rhythm dissociation'' was not observed by other investigators (Emery et al. 2000a; Helfrich-Förster et al. 2001; Mealey-Ferrara et al. 2003) , even though they applied high light intensities for which behavioral ''splitting'' was observed by, for example, Yoshii et al. (2004) . A mnemonic device for the ensemble of these Figure 5 .-Free-running periodic emergence of cry 0 flies into adulthood. Late-developing cry 0 cultures displayed periodic adult emergence in both DD and LL. The left-hand plots show adult-emergence profiles after application of a bandpass filter, which removed periodic components ,4 and .40 hr (cf. Levine et al. 2002a) . The other plots show analytical outcomes, the conventions for which (e.g., ordinate labels) are as in Figure 2 . Wild-type cry 1 cultures, which routinely eclose periodically in DD (e.g., Table 4 ), gave an eclosion profile in LL for which daily peaks damped out after 48 hr of being shifted to this condition. , cry b , and cry 1 cultures were obtained from three independent monitorings, each of which encompassed two eclosion-monitor ''discs'' (cf. Konopka et al. 1994) for cry 0 and cry b , and one for cry 1 pupae. Data from all tests were pooled and analyzed together for a given genotype to estimate a combined period value (t in hours), using autocorrelation (Autocorr) and MESA. AR, arrhythmic; N, total numbers of emergents; ND, not done.
results is that cry b flies exhibit splitting when LL is in the range of 10-400 lux, whereas cry 0 ones give this response even at a higher light intensity.
What causes a CRY-less fly, and a CRY-depleted one in certain circumstances, to exhibit bicomponent periodicities? Such splitting could have to do with separate free running-periods by which the clockworks might be operating in different brain cells, or even arise from two rhythm components being present in one such cell, as occurs in unicellular Gonyaulax (Roenneberg and Morse 1993) . A related possibility is that the locomotor splittings in question are not per se the result of removing or depleting CRY; instead, these complex rhythmic components could be part of Drosophila's ''basic'' chronobiological capacity (cf. Helfrich-Fö rster 2001) and are uncovered by the effects of cry mutations. In other words, relatively fast-and slow-running clocks would (also) be harbored within wild-type brains, but these different paces are ordinarily ''processed'' to result in overall 24-hr periodicities. One speculative function for the naturally occurring two-pacemaker situation is that the ,24-hr and .24-hr components are involved in temperature compensation: Relatively cool or warm thermal conditions would have the opposite effect on each component (speeding up one while slowing down the other), resulting in a final read-out near 24 hr. Our temperature-varied experiments, however, do not support this notion, at least not in the case of 29°LL locomotor monitorings, for which both free-running components manifested the apparent effects of fastrunning circadian pacemakers.
The abovementioned CNS defect induced by sine oculis (so) mutations, which can cause individual Drosophila to display more than one circadian component in DD, leads to the idea that an inter-pacemaker communication defect is among cry 0 's rhythm-related defects. That is, the insensitivity of deep-brain photoreceptors (cf. Emery et al. 2000b) to LL in a cry mutant could be connected with a failure of these CRY-less neurons to mediate synchrony between bilaterally symmetrical pacemaker cells, by analogy to the correlation between so-induced behavioral splitting (Helfrich 1986 ) and the frequent absence of an inter-pacemaker anatomical connection in this mutant type (HelfrichFörster and Homberg 1993) . Wild-type flies in DD could not, of course, enjoy any photically controlled communication between such neurons in each of the two brain hemispheres. But when such cry 1 individuals get exposed to LD cycles (or at least LD transitions) prior to proceeding into DD, operations of these circadian neurons may gear-up (thanks to CRY-mediated photoreception within the brain), to sustain intra-brain synchronyrelated functions. Squarely in this regard, some genetically normal Drosophila exhibit the behavioral effects of (apparent) internal desynchronization after lengthy sessions in DD, similar to so-induced splitting in that condition or cry-induced splitting in LL (Helfrich-Förster 2000) .
Entrainment to LD cycles and resynchronization to shifted photic conditions: The cry b mutation causes rhythm-related entrainment problems, especially in combination with a given visual-system mutation: noreceptor-potential-A or glass (Stanewsky et al. 1998; Helfrich-Förster et al. 2001) . When a probable norpA-null mutation (allele P41) was added to a cry b -homozygous genetic background, certain proportions of the doubly mutant flies were capable of re-entraining their locomotor cycles. For example, norpA P41 cry b individuals were asked to resynchronize from LD cycles (L ¼ 650 lux white light) to 4-hr-shifted ones (L ¼ 16 lux blue); 27% of the flies readjusted their locomotor cycles accordingly (Stanewsky et al. 1998) . Our findings, involving a confirmed norpA-null allele (P24) combined with cry 0 , revealed that only 15% of the double mutants re-entrained fully to an 8-hr LD shift (both L's ¼ 850 lux white); this lower proportion (compared with 27% in Stanewsky et al. 1998 ) may have occurred because of the more abrupt LD shift employed in the current experiments. The same kind of test was performed by Helfrich-Förster et al. (2001) on glass-null cry b double mutants, 0% of which individuals resynchronized their behavior after 8-hr alterations of LD cycles. The gl-withcry case will resurface shortly below.
Another prior related study asked norpA P41 cry b double mutants to adjust their locomotion away from being synchronized with 12:12 LD (L ¼ 850 lux white), such that they would operate on the same time scale of 13:13 cycles. Approximately 40% of the individuals ended up entraining to the latter cycle, shifting from displays of 24-hr periods to 26-hr ones (Mealey-Ferrara et al. 2003) . Less impressively, at most 18% of norpA P24 cry 0 flies exhibited resynchronization to the second kind of cycle in our corresponding experiment, but ,5% did so in the 12:12 / 9:9 or the 12:12 / 14:14 tests (Table 3) . This means that this double mutant type readjusted its behavior most readily when such correction involved only a 2-hr stretch (12:12 / 13:13). Combining a glass mutation with the latter kind of cry was once said to create the most severe circadian-blinding genotype, soley on the basis of experiments involving abrupt 8-hr shifts of LD cycles . However, in conditions comparable to our current 12:12 / novel-cycle tests (whereby L within a given LD period was 850 lux) 55% of gl 60j cry b individuals resynchronized to the new environmental cycle (Mealey-Ferrara et al. 2003) .
Overall, then, mutant Drosophila in which no lightinduced responsiveness of external photoreceptors is possible and who are (at last) thoroughly devoid of CRY protein exhibit among the poorest instances of entrainment to photic cycles and resynchronization to adjusted LD cycles. However, behavioral readjustments do occur for varying proportions of the double mutants (as summarized in this subsection). Nonetheless, the simultaneously norpA-and cry-null genotype has more severe consequences than does a norpA-mutated, crymissense combination.
Temperature responsiveness of the novel cry-null mutant: Although cry 0 flies displayed normal behavior in DD at 25°, their rhythmicity was affected when locomotor cycles were running at 18°or 29° (Table 1 , which documents reduced percentages of rhythmic individuals in relatively cool or warm conditions). A similar effect was observed in LL, again at temperatures lower or higher than the apparent optimal one (25°). These data suggest further that, in addition to its role in photic entrainment, CRY is also involved in central pacemaking as such (cf. Ivanchenko et al. 2001; Krishnan et al. 2001; Collins et al. 2006; Stoleru et al. 2007) . In other words, cry 1 seems to be important for the most favorably temperature-compensated behavior, although not in this case speaking to the maintenance of 24-hr periodicities in different thermal conditions (Sawyer et al. 1997) ; instead, for basic rhythm maintenance when the temperature strays rather far from 25°.
Synchronization of Drosophila late in development for periodic eclosion: It is necessary to synchronize fruit-fly cultures with environmental inputs if pharate adults are to emerge rhythmically, because this circadian periodic phenotype is a population phenomenon. A corollary, in a way, is that eclosion occurs arrhythmically if pupae are exposed to LL (Chandrashekaran and Loher 1969) . And because that condition militates against CRY accumulation Lin et al. 2001) , one would imagine that cry-depleting mutations should induce aperiodic eclosion, if this protein is essential for its photic entrainment. Fulfillment of this tacit prediction was reported by Myers et al. (2003) for cry b eclosion, which was said to be arrhythmic even in LD. In contrast, Mealey-Ferrara et al. (2003) showed that that mutation allows for LD entrainment of cultures such that they exhibited solidly periodic eclosion in (subsequent) DD. Another matter addressed by the study just cited: the fact that norpA 1 function contributes to synchronization of clock-protein cycling in developing Drosophila; this phenomenon operates in larval brain neurons (Kaneko et al. 2000) . But the simultaneous presence of a norpA mutation and cry b left developing animals synchronizable for periodic eclosion if they were exposed to LD after the larval stage before proceeding into DD (Mealey-Ferrara et al. (2003) . The same photic regime was applied in elements of the current eclosion tests. Their results imply that what is necessary, or at least sufficient, for LD synchronization of pupae entails a mysterious photoreceptive process that is both NORPA-and CRY-independent (see Conclusions).
Elements of the current findings shed further light on CRY's contribution to the control of periodic eclosion, because adult emergence of cry 0 flies was found to be clearly rhythmic in LD (supplemental Figure 1 at http:// www.genetics.org/supplemental/). This could imply that CRY has no influence of synchronization of latedeveloping Drosophila. But that supposition is belied by a newly uncovered effect of cry mutations-which is that depletion or elimination of the encoded protein renders the animal insensitive to the arrhythmia-inducing effects of LL ( Figure 5) .
Conclusions: Previous studies of cryptochrome mutants revealed a role for the light-absorbing substance it encodes in photic-input and peripheral clock mechanisms but left many questions unanswered. To address these issues, which mostly involve ambiguous effects of the cry b mutation, we generated the first true cry-null flies and subjected them to the requisite array of chronobiological tests. Along the way, we accounted for possibly confounding genetic-background effects and neurodevelopmental defects (none and none). We found that cry 0 flies displayed more severely abnormal lightresponse phenotypes than do cry b ones, bolstering the frequently discussed supposition that residual CRY function lurks within chronobiologically meaningful tissues of cry b animals. Our analysis also lends credence to the existence of CRY-independent pathways that are responsible for the residual photoreceptive capacities previously observed in norpA P41 cry b flies (or gl 60j cry b ones) and the maintenance of peripheral-clock functioning in certain appendage types set up to express the effects of cry b . The ''extra'' pathway in question, the one functioning somewhere within the intact animal, may be headedup by photoreceptive CNS neurons (N's) located in the dorsal (D) brain (see Helfrich-Förster et al. 2001 and Veleri et al. 2003 for the relevant results and discussions). A seemingly remarkable implication of this presumption is that the dorsal neurons in question (called neuronal cluster DN1) would possess photoreceptive capacities that are dependent neither on CRY (this report), nor on any known form of Drosophila rhodopsin. This notion should be considered in context of the conventional wisdom about the latter such substances, whereby the norpA gene product would transduce the results of all rhodopsin-mediated light absorption (Pak and Leung 2003) . However, recall our mentioning the discussion of rhodopsin-containing H-B eyelet cells functioning independently of norpA function insofar as circadian photoreception is concerned; although this supposition was based mainly on the fact that a norpA cry double mutant, for which neither mutation was known to be a null, can ''still entrain'' (Veleri et al. 2007 ; cf. Stanewsky et al. 1998) . Nevertheless, and thus assuming that circadian photoreception in Drosophila can occur in a manner that is both NORPA-and CRY-independent (this report), what if the abovementioned DN1 cells indeed are CNS photoreceptors? Their position is not so deep into the brain, with reference to the CRY-containing lateral neurons (Emery et al. 2000b) . The dorsally located neurons could possess an opsin that does not need the norpA-encoded enzyme for the photransduction process in question (Chang and Reddy 2000) .
As a final point, we have obtained novel results suggesting that CRY plays a role in the maintenance of central clock function at temperature extremes, and that hypomorphic or null alleles of cry permit synchronized periodic eclosion of flies even in LL. The ensemble of these experiments advance our understanding of roles played by cryptochrome on behalf of circadian inputs and of pacemaker mechanisms, as well as establishing an important new genetic variant for future research.
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